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Introduction
§ This is a different type of cybersecurity training than you may have had before

– Security training often fails to resonate with employees because it is about the 
company, not the individual

– This is about YOU, not your employer
– The goal is to understand how to protect yourself against potential cybersecurity 

attacks, not to become paranoid

§ Who am I 
– Hacker turned engineer turned lawyer
– All hackers aren’t bad people J
– At the end of my engineering career, I helped government agencies understand mobile 

device security to protect classified information and helped them conduct forensic 
analysis on mobile devices from criminals and terrorists
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Laws/Standards Requiring Security Awareness Training

HIPAA

GLBA

Massachusetts's Data Security Law

Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA)

PCI-DSS

ISO/IEC 27002

NIST SP800-53
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Director’s and C-Level Executive’s View of Cybersecurity
§ More than 90% of corporate executives at the most vulnerable 

organizations say they cannot read a cybersecurity report and 
are not prepared to handle a major cybersecurity attack. 

§ 98% of the most vulnerable have little confidence in their 
company’s ability to monitor devices/users on their systems. 

§ 40% said they don’t feel responsible for the repercussions of 
hacking and not personally responsible for cybersecurity or for 
protecting customer data.  
– It’s the IT department’s problem

Source: ”The Accountability Gap: Cybersecurity & Building a 
Culture of Responsibility” Tanium & Nasdaq (2016)
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Sources of Corporate Liability After a Security or Privacy 
Incident

FTC 
ENFORCEMENT 
ACTIONS

These actions often lead to settlement or a consent decree, including fines and ongoing 
monitoring. Wyndham has challenged the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) authority 
to enforce a company’s cybersecurity practices

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) generally follows the FTC’s lead for 
telecommunication companies and other companies within its authority. The FCC will 
now regulate broadband providers under the new FCC ruling that brings internet service 
providers under Title II of the Communications Act

There have been no enforcement actions yet, but the SEC has indicated that disclosure 
requirements for public companies also include disclosure of cybersecurity risks and 
cybersecurity incidents

State attorneys general enforce state privacy, breach notification, and data security 
laws (when applicable)

FCC 
ENFORCEMENT 
ACTIONS

SEC 
ENFORCEMENT 
ACTIONS

STATE 
ATTORNEYS 
GENERAL
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What is a “Hacker” Anyway?



Working Definition
§ A “hacker” is someone who tries to make things work not necessarily in 

the way they are supposed to, but in the way he or she wants them to
§ Not constrained by traditionally accepted views of how the world works 

or right and wrong
§ Like everything, there are hackers trying to do “good” and hackers trying 

to do “evil” – and some somewhere in the middle
– Good hackers: White hats
– Evil hackers: Black hats
– Somewhere in the middle: Grey hats
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Passwords



Easy Hacking: Poor Passwords
1. 123456
2. password
3. 12345
4. 12345678
5. football
6. qwerty
7. 1234567890
8. 1234567

17. flower
18. passw0rd
19. dragon
20. sunshine
21. master
22. hottie
23. loveme
24. zaq1zaq1
25. password1

9. princess
10. 1234
11. login
12. welcome
13. solo
14. abc123
15. admin
16. 121212
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Other Common Sources of Passwords
§ This information is often 

used to recover a lost 
password

§ Often this information is 
posted on social media sites 
– makes them really bad 
passwords and really bad 
security questions

Pets’ 
names

Birthdates

Children’s / 
family 

members 
names (or 
birthdates)
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Mangling Rules
§ Studies have shown that complex passwords are not especially effective 
§ Most people follow the same script when they make a password (common 

“Mangling Rules”)
– First letter is the upper case letter required: “Password” instead of “password”
– The number is almost always at the end (and is often a 1): “Password1”
– Special characters are often the result of common substitutions (“mangling rules”)

§ “@” for the letter “a”
§ “!” for the letter “i” or the letter “l”
§ “$” for the letter “s”
§ “P@$$w0rd1”

§ Hackers and password crackers try these common substitutions too
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What are the Risks?
§ Many people use the same 

password on multiple websites, 
including their banks and other 
websites that contain sensitive 
information

§ If a hacker gets the password on 
one site, he has your password on 
every site with the same 
username and password
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What You Can Do

1 Never use the same password on multiple sites

2 Never write your passwords down

3 Use well constructed, hard to guess passwords
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§ Best security involves something you know and something 
you have (or something you are)
– Fingerprint scanners
– Retina scanners

– Genetics

Two-factor Authentication
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Two-factor Authentication For the Rest of Us
§ Many websites offer two factor authentication as an 

option
– Text one-time code to your cell phone, home number, or registered 

email address

§ Other options:
– Software on your mobile device that generates a one-time code for 

popular websites like Google, Facebook, Amazon, Dropbox
– These sites prompt for the current one-time code the first time you 

log into the website on a new PC
– If an organization integrates it into their security system, it can also 

send a message to a registered phone to verify the user (the phone 
is the “thing you have”)
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Better Passwords
§ You should have a different, complex 

password for each site
– But how do you remember them all

– And typing a complex password is hard

§ Password managers can help
– 1Password, Lastpass are two examples

– I don’t like the “save password” feature of 
browsers - if your browser has been 
compromised, your passwords may be too

§ Password managers store all your 
passwords in a password protected file 
on your PC or on your mobile device (or 
both)
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Generate a Different Password for Each 
Website
§ Most of these password managers can generate a 

very complex (and different) password for each site
§ My yahoo password (not really): 

@2a&AY8mePu8HU@H
§ They will also fill in a password on a website (after 

you enter the master password) so you don’t have 
to type it

§ Some include two factor authentication capabilities 
too

§ Most can also generate random words strung 
together
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Phishing Attacks
How to detect one and avoid getting hooked



What is Phishing?
§ A form of social engineering where hackers try to trick their 

victims into revealing confidential information or clicking on 
an attachment or link that spreads a virus or other malware

§ Generally rely on volume and hoping that with enough bait, 
somebody will bite
– They impersonate something legitimate, such as a mail from a 

bank, e-commerce websites, your boss, or a generous donor
– Generally spread through mass mailings that appear to be from 

a reputable source, but actually contain links to bogus websites 
or attachments that contain malware

– Another form is through interactive voice systems and social 
media

Recent 
Report: 

1 in 14 
tricked into 
opening an 
attachment 
or clicking a 

link

Source: Verizon 2017 Data Breach Investigations Report
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Spear Phishing
§ Different than phishing – it doesn’t rely on volume
§ Targets specific, high profile targets in an effort to 

steal their information
§ Often target celebrities or C-suite of companies, 

but can also target who has control over money 
or resources
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How to Protect Yourself
§ Anti-virus and firewalls provide minimal protection against phishing for 

personal information
§ These attacks exploit the weaknesses in the human element of 

cybersecurity
§ The best protection is education and some healthy skepticism

§ If an email is unexpected, or seems out of character from the alleged 
sender, be suspicious

– Call the sender and ask them if they sent it – do not hit reply 
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Real phishing attempt against a client

                                                                                                  11/03/17 

 

                                                             DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY.  
Dear Mrs. Heather Disher,  

Further Introduction My name is Barrister Richard Cullen from Barrister Richard Cullen & Co 
Solicitors representing my Client Mrs. Marylin Bouque. I write in the interest of my Client late Mrs. 
Marylin Bouque, concerning the distribution of her will. 

 

With deep regret I Announce the death of late Mrs. Marylin who gave up the ghost on the 8th Mach 
2017 10:45 PM (UTC) Dublin, Edinburgh,Lisbon,London Time. My client was Muslim before she died, 
The necessary arrangement regarding the Burial has been put in place and was officially buried on 
the 9th  March 2017 with no surviving children, according to Muslim Wright. May her gentle Soul rest 
in peace. 

The Instruction on Desk written by late Mrs. Marylin authorizes you as the beneficiary of some 
Undisclosed Amount in her trust account here in United Kingdom to be given to your Organization. 

The information on File Indicate there has been evidence of communication between you and the 
Late Mrs. Marylin .   

I would respectfully request that you keep the contents of this mail confidential and respect the 
integrity of the information you come by as a result of this mail. I contact you independently and no 
one is informed of this communication.  

 

In order for me to proceed with the information on file as you the Beneficiary to the claim secures.  
The Fraud Act 2006 request that I ask for your permission through any form of Identification to 
facilitate the releases of funds to you from the appropriate bodies as your Representative assigned 
in this case by Late Mrs. Marylin Bouque . To begin claim process, kindly Email or Fax any of the 
below information to me, 
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Another real phishing attempt against a client

                                                                                                  11/03/17 

 

                                                             DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY.  
Dear Mrs. Heather Disher,  

Further Introduction My name is Barrister Richard Cullen from Barrister Richard Cullen & Co 
Solicitors representing my Client Mrs. Marylin Bouque. I write in the interest of my Client late Mrs. 
Marylin Bouque, concerning the distribution of her will. 

 

With deep regret I Announce the death of late Mrs. Marylin who gave up the ghost on the 8th Mach 
2017 10:45 PM (UTC) Dublin, Edinburgh,Lisbon,London Time. My client was Muslim before she died, 
The necessary arrangement regarding the Burial has been put in place and was officially buried on 
the 9th  March 2017 with no surviving children, according to Muslim Wright. May her gentle Soul rest 
in peace. 

The Instruction on Desk written by late Mrs. Marylin authorizes you as the beneficiary of some 
Undisclosed Amount in her trust account here in United Kingdom to be given to your Organization. 

The information on File Indicate there has been evidence of communication between you and the 
Late Mrs. Marylin .   

I would respectfully request that you keep the contents of this mail confidential and respect the 
integrity of the information you come by as a result of this mail. I contact you independently and no 
one is informed of this communication.  

 

In order for me to proceed with the information on file as you the Beneficiary to the claim secures.  
The Fraud Act 2006 request that I ask for your permission through any form of Identification to 
facilitate the releases of funds to you from the appropriate bodies as your Representative assigned 
in this case by Late Mrs. Marylin Bouque . To begin claim process, kindly Email or Fax any of the 
below information to me, 

 
1. Copy of passport  
2. Copy of Driving licence, 
3. Prove of your billing address  
4. Copy of Birth certificate. 
5. Copy of Organization registration certificate 

 

You may be require to come forward in person by the Bank or Mrs Marylin Accountant here in the 
United Kingdom.  For further information, Please do not hesitate to contact me on: 
00447405228988: 

We would urge you to make an immediate decision so that we can take appropriate action. 

 

Very Truly Yours, 

 

Barrister Richard Cullen 

Richard Cullen & Co Solicitors. 

barristerrichard.cullens@gmail.com 
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Protecting Yourself Around Town



Be Careful With Public WiFi
§ Wireless networks (Wi-Fi) are 

very easy for a hacker to spoof
– Takes about $100 on Amazon to get 

a Raspberry Pi and some other very 
basic equipment
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Be Careful With Public WiFi
§ Hackers trick you into connecting to their 

wireless network
– Listen in on everything that you send and receive 

(like your password or other sensitive 
information)

– Pass things onto the legitimate network so it 
seems like nothing is wrong

– But they can see everything that you send and 
receive – including your passwords

§ Use a MIFI or the personal hotspot in most 
smartphones instead of public WIFI
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Unusual Calls
§ Calls from ambiguous entities: “Sally from account services”
§ Calls claiming to be from IRS, law enforcement, or some other urgent 

matter
– Remember the “sense of urgency” hackers use in email phishing attacks? 

§ Calls purporting to be from a reputable organization who wants to help 
you
– Alleging to be from your bank and want to do a security check – and then ask 

you for “security purposes can you verify your account number or SSN”
– Alleging to be from Microsoft or some other organization who has “detected” 

that you have been hacked and want to help you – if you just go to this 
website and/or install this software, they can help
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Recommendations for Unusual Calls
§ Ask them for detailed information, don’t give them any:

– What bank are they from (does it match a bank you actually 
have an account with?)

– Specifics about the credit card – is it an American Express, 
Visa, MasterCard – who is the issuer (e.g. American Airlines, 
Nordstrom, Amazon, Chase Sapphire Rewards, etc.)?

– Can they verify the last four digits of the account number?
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Recommendations for Unusual Calls
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§ If they insist you provide information first “for security purposes” it 
is probably a scam

§ Tell them that you will call them back with the phone number on 
the website or the back of the card

§ Generally hang up and block the number (you can 
do this easily on most mobile phones)

§ Or have some fun – if they ask you for a social 
security number, give them something known to be 
not valid: starting with 000, 666, or 900 and see 
what they say



More Recommendations for Unusual Calls
§ The IRS or other government agency will not call you

– They will send a letter

– Or the Sheriff, or other process server

§ Microsoft and other organizations aren’t watching you to see 
if you are hacked
– They won’t call you (where did they get your number anyway?) and 

ask you to go to some random website or install some software
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Social Media



Personal Information on Social Media
§ Social media can leak information that an identity thief (or another thief) can use 

against you

§ Your social media profile may include
– The name of your current/first pet

– Your mother’s maiden name

– Your birthday

– Your home town

– The street you grew up on

§ This type of information is often used as “security questions” by websites and 
financial institutions to verify that you are who you claim to be
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Hey World, I’m Away From Home – Come 
Break in!
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Recommendations for Social Media Use
§ Be careful what you post and who you are friends with

– Even if you limit who has access to your page through privacy settings, it 
doesn’t limit what your friends/family share that can leak your information

§ Consider using “fake” information on websites

– Password managers can help manage your inaccurate information on 
these sites

§ Better yet, don’t fill in that information on social media sites

§ Don’t tell people when your home is empty

– Post about your awesome vacation after you get back
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What to Do if You are a Victim



Victim of Identity Theft?
§ There is only so much you can do and still live

– Eventually you are going to give your credit card to your waiter/waitress, who may 
copy it

– Or someplace you shopped got hacked
– Or 146M records get hacked from one of the big 3 credit reporting agencies 

§ Most states have laws that require you to be notified in the event of a 
breach
– But that’s if the company knows – the individual hacker will probably not contact 

you
– Some states require that the company offer you identity theft monitoring
– But most organizations will offer you at least one year of monitoring anyway, even 

if not required
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Victim of Identity Theft?
§ FTC has some guidance for identity theft victims: 

https://www.identitytheft.gov
§ Check your home insurance – you may have identity fraud 

coverage
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Proactive Identity Theft Protection
§ There are subscriptions 

that can help you avoid 
being the victim of identity 
theft (or at least minimize 
the impact)

§ Typically $15-20/month
– Some credit card companies 

may offer free or reduced 
costs
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Parting Words
§ Security people are professional paranoids (you don’t have to be)

§ It is important to separate your paranoia from real life so as to not 
go completely crazy

§ Most security people manage to preserve some sanity… we think
– But just because we get over our paranoia that everyone is trying to 

hack us doesn’t mean that nobody is trying to hack us (or even that 
everyone isn’t really trying to hack us).

– It just means we can avoid the easy hacks, still live in an online world, 
and be better prepared to deal with the really persistent hackers when 
they come
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Thank You

3579 Valley Centre Drive
Suite 300
San Diego, CA  92130
Smillendorf@foley.com
(858) 847-6737

Senior Counsel
Steve Millendorf
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